SUBJECT: MMSC Numbered Letter 95-12, Market Impact Reporting (DoD 4160.21-M)

TO: Recipients of DoD 4160.21-M, Defense Reutilization and Marketing Manual

This numbered letter is directive in nature and expires one year from the date of this letter unless sooner superseded or rescinded.

1. The purpose of this numbered letter is to revise the policy contained in the Defense Reutilization and Marketing Manual, DoD 4160.21-M.

2. Pending accomplishment of a formal publication, Paragraph B67b of Chapter VIII is deleted in its entirety. Subparagraph label “a” is deleted. In addition, Chapter XIV, Paragraph B3d is revised to read:

   “It is DoD policy to give careful consideration to the adverse impact which may result from the untimely sale of large quantities of certain surplus items. Where applicable, DRMS will consult with outside organizations for market impact advice. The method of sale does not obviate the need for these requirements.”

3. Chapter XIV, Paragraphs B3d(1) through B3d(5) are deleted in their entirety.

4. Recipients of DoD 4160.21-M are requested to make marginal annotations to the manual at the applicable paragraphs, cross referencing this numbered letter.

FOR THE DIRECTOR
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